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Why Regulate Job Quality?

• Potential for a positive relationship between qualitative and 
quantitative goals

• Fear of a ‘race to the bottom’ among Member States

• Quality jobs and creating a dynamic knowledge economy 
and also raising productivity levels

• Low-quality employment may hamper progress towards the 
EU’s social inclusion goals

• Links to Gender Equality goals and core ILO standards
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Job Quality in the Employment Strategy

• More and Better Jobs as part of the EES

• Communication on Employment and social policies: a 
framework for investing in quality (2001)

• Communication on Improving quality in work: a review of 
recent progress (2003)

• Quality and Productivity in work as one of the three 
overarching objectives in the Employment Guidelines for 
the period 2003-2005

• Health and Quality in Work Conference 2005

• And then…
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Flexicurity
• Current buzzword in policy circles

• Apparently offers stakeholders on the labour market win- 
win outcomes of combining flexibility and security but 
ambiguity around the term

• Half of member states reported as developing flexicurity 
policies although with different methods and emphasis; 

described as ‘fragmented’ approaches 

• Role models of Denmark and Netherlands do not 
necessarily have transferable arrangements 

risk (and evidence) of piecemeal selection of policies. 
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Flexicurity Policies and Approach
• Component Policies

Flexible and Secure Contracts

Active Labour Market Policies

Life Long Learning

Modern Social Security Systems

• Eight principles of Flexicurity (2007)
Including the role to “reinforce the implementation of the Lisbon 
Strategy, create more and better jobs, modernise labour markets,
and promote good work”

• Flexicurity Pathways
Four pathways developed by the EC Expert Group to allow countries 
to develop nationally relevant initiatives tailored to specific 
circumstances.
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Interpreting Job Quality

• Complex and hard to measure
“relative concept regarding a job-worker relationship, which takes into 
account both objective characteristics related to the job and the match 
between worker’s characteristics on the one hand and job 
requirements on the other”

• Including…
the objective characteristics related to employment, both the wider 
work environment and the specific characteristics of the job;

worker characteristics - the characteristics the employee brings to the 
job; 

the match between worker characteristics and job requirements;

and the subjective evaluation (job satisfaction) of these characteristics 
by the individual worker

Source: (CEC 2001)
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Commission Indicators on Job Quality

• 1. Intrinsic job quality

• 2. Skills, lifelong learning, and career development, 

• 3. Gender equality, 

• 4. Health and safety at work, 

• 5. Flexibility and security, 

• 6. Inclusion and access to the labour market, 

• 7. Work organisation and work-life balance, 

• 8 Social dialogue and worker involvement, 

• 9. Diversity and non-discrimination, 

• 10. Overall work performance
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Conceptualising Job Quality
• Need to focus on the job itself

• More than pay and security

• Elements specific to the job and for the wider work 
environment, for example…

pay, hours of work, skill requirements, job content
working conditions, training, career prospects, health 
insurance coverage, etc.

• Consider
Good and bad jobs or bundles of characteristics
Institutional settings
Subjective and objective measures
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European Job Quality Index 

• ETUI-developed measure to monitor progress against EES 
goals

• Dimensions
Wages

Non-standard Employment

Working time and Work-life Balance

Working conditions and job security. 

Skills and career development. 

Collective interest representation

Source: ETUI, Leschke et al. 2008
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Job Quality–Flexicurity Tensions and Opportunities

• Opportunities
Job security

Income security

Combination security

• Tensions
Shift from Job Security to Employment Security

Break link between individual and job

Ambiguity of the concept and risks of ‘backdoor’ flexiblisation
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Job Security as an important aspect of the job (1999)
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Good Hours as an important aspect of the job (1999)
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Match with abilities as an important aspect of the job (1999)
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Use of initiative as an important aspect of the job (1999)
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Good pay as an important aspect of the job (1999)
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Job Quality–Flexicurity  Nexus
Job security Employment security Income security Combination security

External 
Nume 

rical 
flexib 

ility

Job quality differences in the 
segmentation of 

insiders and outsiders
Potential protection for those 

with non-standard 
contracts

Tension with notion of 
quality of a job itself

Quality differences for those 
with intermittent 
work histories

Potential protection for those 
with non-standard 
contracts

Limited coverage of leave 
schemes or 
reconciliation options 
Access to leave 
schemes or 
reconciliation options 
for all

Internal 
Nume 

rical 
flexib 

ility

Adjusted or flexible working 
schedules protect 
position in 
organisation

Tension with notion of 
quality of a job itself

Impact of part-time or 
flexible work patterns 
of variable hours on 
access to an 
independent income.

Variable working times 
hamper quality for 
those with 
reconciliation needs

Functional 
flexib 

ility

Promotion of interest, 
autonomy, use of 
skills, etc. all of 
which are associated 
with job quality

Tension with notion of 
quality of a job itself

Enhanced skills and training 
promotes 

Investment in worker 
promotes retention 
value for employer

Periods of leave or part-time 
work may limit 
access to training 
opportunities 

Wage 
flexib 

ility

Impact of downward wage 
flexibility on low- 
paid jobs or those 
with non-standard 

contracts

Tension with notion of 
quality of a job itself

Risk of downward wage 
flexibility for low- 
paid work or those 
not protected

Protection against downward 
wage flexibility for 
low-paid work

Impact on financial 
independence from 
periods of leave or 
part-time work
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Final Points
• In principle Flexicurity provides some positives for continuing the job quality element 

of the European Employment Strategy.

• Also risks, 
inherent in the Nexus
Partial application of Flexicurity policies at the Member State level
The response to the crisis illustrates some of the tensions (protecting jobs but 
also storing up flexibility)

• Tensions between flexicurity policies and the needs of employees with reconciliation 
needs (uneven distribution reconciliation responsibilities). 

Need for gender to be considered consistently

• important aspects of job quality missing in the Flexicurity paradigm 
Physical risks and working conditions
Voice and representation

• The role of social partners encouraged in Flexicurity approaches
An element of Job Quality in itself and as promoters of Job Quality. 
Link Job Quality to a the institutional framework
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